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Watercolour paints come in various forms, including tubes and tablets. Watercolour paint is a translucent 
medium that is perfect for building up layers and colours. Artists use watercolours to create a variety of 
styles and techniques. The two major factors when using watercolour are: WET and DRY. 

Brush sizes and shapes.
It is important to have a range of brushes. Large brushes are perfect for washes and 
background colours while thin brushes are required for adding fine details. Think about what 
brush you are using. Is it suitable for the effect you are trying to achieve.

Paper
Cartridge paper is the cheapest watercolour paper and is readily available. Water colour paper 
comes in different thicknesses or weights. Get a few sheets from your local art shop to enhance 
your experiments.

Large, thick, flat brushes are good 
for bolder strokes, larger washes and 
filling wide spaces. For a thinner line 
use the edge of the brush.

Thinner brushes will produce lines 
good for outlining and adding detail.

Watercolours
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Watercolours react to how much water is used and how thick the 
consistency of the paint. 
The only way to understand the properites of water colour is to spend time trying out the 
techniques suggested. Remember that nothing is a mistake and with water colour you will 
often create happy accidents that you didn’t necessarily  intend to. Keep a written log beside 
your trials to help you learn.

  
TRY OUT THESE TECHNIQUES – you may need to complete several attempts before getting it right!
 

Dry and Wet 
There are 3 main techniques to give you different control of the paint. 
• Wet-on-Wet
• Wet-on-Dry
• Dry-on-Dry

Wet-on-Wet means that you wet your page before applying colours. It allows you to achieve smooth washes 
and colours will flow on the paper. The paper needs to be wet but not too wet.
• Take a piece of paper and wet an area. Then apply some paint.
•  Take another piece of paper wet it again, but not as wet as the first area, apply some paint and allow to 

dry.
•  What are the differences? 
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Wet-on-Dry this method allows you more control of your washes. It refers to wet paint on dry paper.
• Take a piece of paper and load your brushes and put them directly onto dry paper.
• Experiment with different consistency of paint and different amounts of water on your brush. 
• Apply colours side by side and as long as the wash is wet the colours will flow into each other.

Dry-on-Dry this method allows you to add more detail to your artwork. It refers to dry colour on dry paper.
• You will need a little water on your brush to allow you to pick up colour.  Apply the paint onto dry paper 

using various brushes. Perhaps find a bright feather like a peacock feather and attempt to paint a section 
of it in detail.

WASHES
• Load a brush or a sponge with paint of a good consistency and drag it across the area of paper to be 

covered. Experiment with creating a flat colour all the same tone or a colour that changes from dark to 
light which is a called a graded wash.

• Try the same techniques on a piece of paper you have dampened with a clean brush or sponge ¬¬before 
laying down the paint.

• Hold the paper at an angle and allow excess paint to drip of the page then lay it on a flat surface to dry.
• Try mixing two colours to create an integrated wash.  
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During the following experiments try out the same techniques on 
both wet and dry paper and using a wet or dry brush.

Tissue blotting or lifting out.
• Cover an area of paper with wet paint.
• Use a piece of crinkled tissue or kitchen roll and press it onto the wet paint. Allow the paint to dry a little 

before lifting the paper of the painted surface. 
• This is a good technique for clouds in the sky or for lifting extra paint when mistakes need removing 

TRY THIS OUT!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buuAa5K4LgM
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Salt
This technique allows you to add interesting textures to your paintings.
• Layer one or two colours onto a section of paper.
• Sprinkle rock salt onto the paint while it is still wet.
• When the paint is dry scrape off the salt gently.

HAVE A GO!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyYI0cEN5jA

Bleach
• Paint an area of paper with several colours bleeding together.
• Use a cotton bud or a clean brush to dip into the bleach, allow the bleach to drip off the brush or cotton 

bud onto the painted area rather than painting it on.
• Repeat the process this time allow the paint to dry before adding the bleach.

TRY IT!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESmVcBjB_Hk&t=39s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESmVcBjB_Hk
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Alcohol
This technique creates very beautiful effects. Your science department may be able to provide you with a 
little pure alcohol. A little goes a long way!

• Cover an area of paint with one or two colours.
• Using a cotton bud allow the alcohol to drip onto the page.
• Complete the technique again allowing the paint to dry before applying the alcohol.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6t4aZpBYuk

S’graffito or scratching acrylic paints is a great way to experiment.

The term sgraffito comes from the Italian word sgraffire which means “to scratch”. The technique involves 
scratching through a layer of still-wet paint to reveal what’s underneath so by layering colouring you will 
achieve a variety of effects. Palette knives are perfect for scratching the surface but the end of a paint brush 
or the edge of a credit card will also produce interesting results. Think about the layers underneath and 
experiment with colours or different grounds such as newspapers or magazines.

• Paint a layer of thick paint and allow it to dry.
• Once paint is dry use a a paint brush or a palette knife to paint on top of first  layer then use a pointed tip 

(end of a brush) to scratch the surface of the wet paint to see the colour below. 
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Galaxy Effect
This technique produces a star filled sky effect. You can use a variety of colours.

• Paint an area with several colours and layers allowing the colours to bleed together. 
• Allow to dry.
• Use an old tooth brush and add thick, white water colour paint onto the bristles flick the bristles allowing 

the white flicks of paint to land onto your water colour surface.

Experiment with various colours. You can also use a paintbrush for this technique. Load a brush and tap the 
handle to allow the paint to scatter across the surface.

Salt technique and galaxy effect technique work well together.

TRY  IT OUT YOURSELF!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFVLLjS912E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOe5DAnFkI4
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Dripping and Bleeding
Due to their watery consistency watercolours are excellent for experimenting with dripping, splashing and 
bleeding the colours together. You will create lots of happy accidents and really creative outcomes so have 
fun with it.

• Keep the paint a good consistency, strong in colour but wet enough to drip. 
• Try the same techniques on wet and dry papers and use different brushes to explore what can happen!

HERE’S A TUTORIAL TO HELP YOU.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhL_tQVm6Sc

• Pick one artist from the list whose work interests you. Think about the subject matter as well as the 
painting style and techniques.

• Copy a couple of small sections of several of your chosen artist’s paintings.
• Develop your own ideas and create your own painting in the style of your chosen artist.

–  Irving Shapiro

–  Marion Bolognesi

–  Alexander Louis Jacob

–  Vincent Van Gogh

–  Zoltan Szabo

–  Albert Durer

–  John Grimshaw

–  Edward Hopper

Investigating artwork can be a challenge so before deciding on an artist to explore look at some of their 
paintings and ask the following questions:
• How the work made and what was it made with? What materials, tools and techniques did the artist use?
•  How did the artist start?
•  Has the artist used sketches, photographs or other studies to help with their work?
•  Why do you want to explore this artist?
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Websites for watercolour technique demonstrations and tutorials.
You can easily follow these tutorials for a step by step guide to various watercolour techniques. Why not try 
them out!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-KYHJriivw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8TdJA1P-nY&t=76s


